1-2 STRUCTURE DESIGN TECHNICAL COMMITTEES & TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

General

Structure Design Technical Committees are established to

1. Develop, review and update technical policy and standards for bridges and related structures
3. Review and evaluate methods, materials, systems and products submitted by Construction, Maintenance, other Engineering Service Center (ESC) Offices, Caltrans Programs, or by industry

Individual Technical Specialists have also been designated for some specific technical areas

The Office of Structure Design (OSD) Office Chief will direct the technical operations of each Structure Design Technical Committee through a designated Supervising Bridge Engineer who will be assigned as the Committee "Manager."

The Committee Manager will be the management focal point responsible for establishing committee work assignments, identifying resources, setting committee work priorities and assignment completion dates, and keeping the OSD Office Chief informed of committee activities

The Technical Committee Chair is responsible for coordinating the activities of the committee, making recommendations to the Committee Manager, and keeping the Committee Manager informed of committee activities and committee resource needs

The Assistant Committee Chair is responsible for assisting the committee chair in the completion of assigned tasks and sits in for the Committee Chair in his/her absence

Committee members are added to Technical Committees by the recommendation of the Committee Chair or the Assistant Committee Chair, by the approval of the Committee Manager, and by the approval of the candidate’s first-line and second-line supervisor

The OSD Office Chief will direct the technical operations of each Technical Specialist through the Specialist’s Branch Supervisor. The Branch Supervisor will be the management focal point
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responsible for establishing specialist work assignments, identifying resources, setting work priorities and assignment completion dates, and keeping the OSD Office Chief informed of the specialist’s activities.

General Procedures for Revisions

Proposals for revisions to specifications (AASHTO, standard or special provisions), bridge design manuals, or established procedures should be submitted with written justification to the appropriate Technical Committee Chair or Technical Specialist. If the proposal is to be considered for adoption, the Technical Committee Chair or Technical Specialist becomes the “initiator” and prepare the draft of any plan, manual, design or construction specification revision required.

The Technical Committee Chair or Technical Specialist will submit the draft to the Committee Manager with a transmittal memorandum that:

(a) explains the reason and provides background information for the revision
(b) identifies other published information that will be affected by the revision
(c) if other than a routine revision, identifies suggested procedures for implementation, and
(d) discusses the timing for publication and whether or not it is necessary to circulate the revision for comments.

If the Committee Manager concurs with the draft and transmittal memorandum, they will be forwarded to the appropriate section as outlined below and the Technical Committee Chair or Technical Specialist shall notify the proposal’s submitter of the disposition of the proposal.

Bridge Design Manual Revisions

When the Committee Manager concurs with the draft proposal and memorandum for a bridge design manual revision they shall be forwarded to the Technical Publications Section for processing. The Technical Publications Section will reproduce the draft and circulate it for comments to those identified by the initiator or the Committee Manager.

The initiator will consider the comments received, rework the draft, and resubmit it to the Technical Publications Section.

The Technical Publications Section will prepare the final format and submit it to the Bridge Design Branch Supervisors for final approval and signature before printing and distributing.
Bridge Standard Detail Sheet Revisions

When the Committee Manager concurs with proposed revisions to a Bridge Standard Detail Sheet they shall be forwarded by the initiator to the Technical Publications Section for processing. The Technical Publications Section will make the final revisions to the Standard Detail Sheet and submit it to the Bridge Design Branch Supervisors for final approval and signature before printing and distributing.

Standard Plan Revisions

When the Committee Manager concurs, Standard Plan revisions shall be submitted to the Technical Publications Section with supporting information and documentation as outlined in the ESC Office of Office Engineer’s latest memorandum, “Procedure for Submitting Requests for New or Revised Standard Plans”. The Technical Publications Section will handle final processing and transmittal to the Office of Office Engineer.

Construction Specification Revisions

With concurrence from the Committee Manager, Technical Committees and Technical Specialists will submit recommendations for revisions to the Standard Specifications or Standard Special Provisions to the Specifications and Estimates Branch Supervisor. Such recommendations should not be forwarded until they have been discussed with, reviewed by, and concurred with all parties affected by the proposed revisions. The Specifications and Estimates Branch Supervisor will be responsible for implementing any specification revisions that result from committee or specialist activities.

AASHTO Design Specification Revisions

Technical Committees and Technical Specialists will submit any recommended revisions to AASHTO Design Specifications through their Committee Manager to the OSD Office Chief for approval and transmittal to AASHTO. The Executive Assistant to the ESC Director is the AASHTO Coordinator for the ESC and performs the staff work for the ESC Director relating to the AASHTO Sub-Committee on Bridges and Structures. It is important to supply this person with all pertinent data on or before January 1, so that revisions can be recommended for the agenda of the Spring Regional Meetings.
AASHTO Publication and Specification Reviews

Technical Committees and Technical Specialists are responsible for coordinating the content of the Bridge Design Manuals and related publications with the corresponding AASHTO publications. When new editions of, or interim versions of, the AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges or other related AASHTO publications are issued, the Technical Committees and Technical Specialists shall review the new material to determine if the new or revised AASHTO wording requires a corresponding revision or addition to the Caltrans manuals. To assure the Committee Managers, Sponsors and the OSD Office Chief that the required reviews have been made, one of the two following actions shall be taken:

(a) If revisions are required, they shall be processed in accordance with the provisions outlined in the preceding paragraphs of this Memo-to-Designer, or
(b) If no revisions are required, the Technical Committee Chairs or Technical Specialists shall state such in a memorandum to their Committee Manager and the AASHTO Coordinator, identifying the portions of newly-released AASHTO publication they have reviewed.

Miscellaneous Procedures

The Bridge Design Branch Supervisors and the Committee Manager should be invited to attend all committee meetings.

Technical Committee Chairs shall submit semi-annual reports in January and July summarizing the activities of the technical committee during the previous six months and establishing the technical goals for the next six months.

Listed in Attachments 1, 2, and 3 is each Technical Committee, the designated Committee Manager, the Technical Specialists, and a description of the committee and specialist duties and responsibilities including expenditure authorization and file reference number.

Large technical committees, such as the Earthquake Committee, are split into two parts, an Executive Committee and a General Committee. The role of the Executive Committee is to guide the committee’s development work and to respond to technical issues in a timely fashion. The role of the General Committee is to provide a forum for discussing technical committee issues and larger technical group for assigning committee activities.

User Groups, such as the Detailing and the Bridge Design Users Group, are organized to provide input to OSD management and technical committees on issues relative to the group’s particular
focus Their role relative to Technical Committees is to keep related Technical Committee Chairs and Technical Specialists informed of user needs and provide responses to those Chairs and Specialists when requested.

There are other technical committees in the ESC whose role and activities do not directly impact the production of Structure PS&E and they are not included in this Memo-to-Designers. Some of these committees are the ESC Computer Committee and the Non-Destructive Evaluation and Testing Committee.

The activity code for all committee and specialist work is 2002 for designated supervisors and 2003 for staff. The expenditure authorization is 910076 with a special designation (SD) as shown adjacent to the committee name.

The file reference numbers should be used on all committee-related correspondence to facilitate filing and retrieval.
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